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This year, more than ever before, I am glad the 
days are getting longer and we have a little more 
light. What I loved about living in Cameroon was 
the fact that, at least on the Adamawa plateau 
where I worked mostly, you could nearly always 
see the sun; even after a downpour in the rainy 
season, the sun would quickly shine again…The 
week of 8-18 December was the coldest week in 
Scotland for a very long time (In Braemar the 
temperature dropped to -17C) and we certainly 
felt the chill here in Cardonald. On Thursday 15 
December myself and Fr John Doran returned 
from doing a funeral to find water pouring down 
from the attic of our house. Two of the water pipes 
had burst! This knocked out the electricity in 
large parts of our house for the next week. Fr John 
took great delight in getting out the candles and 
strapping on his head torch!

In this edition of the Advocate we have an 
interesting interview with Mr Tom O’Neill of 
Clydebank who is a former Mill Hill Associate 
who worked in both the Philippines (with 
Fr John Doran) and in our mission in Sudan(now 
the Republic of South Sudan). 

Our former pope, Benedict XV1 died 
31 December 2022 and I thought it good to offer 
you an article written by Andrea Tornielli, Joseph 
Ratzinger and Faith as a Journey. In a phrase 
quoted by Pope Francis in the Joy of the Gospel. 
Emeritus Pope Benedict says, to paraphrase, 
that we are Christians not because we have read 
a book or thought deeply about life but “because 
of an encounter with a Person who gives life a 
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Patient Trust in God
Above all, trust in the slow work of God.
We are quite naturally impatient in everything to reach the end without delay.
We should like to skip the intermediate stages.
We are impatient of being on the way to something unknown, something new.
And yet it is the law of all progress
that it is made by passing through some stages of instability -
and that it may take a very long time.
And so I think it is with you;
your ideas mature gradually-let them grow,
let them shape themselves, without undue haste.
Don’t try to force them on,
as though you could be today what time
(that is to say, grace and circumstances acting on your own good will)
will make of you tomorrow.
Only God could say what this new spirit
gradually forming within you will be.
Give Our Lord the benefit of believing
that his hand is leading you,
and accept the anxiety of feeling yourself
in suspense and incomplete.

Prayer of Fr Teilhard de Chardin SJ
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new horizon and a decisive direction”. 
(Prologue to God is Love).

We are largely free to practice our 
religion here in Scotland but in many 
countries even going to Mass is a risky 
business. The report from Release 
International predicts an increase in 
persecution of Christians in 7 Asian 
countries in 2023 - including Pakistan and 
Malaysia where our Mill Hill Missionaries 
work. Please remember them in your 
prayers and do what you can, perhaps 
through contacting your local MP, to 
bring this reality to the attention of our 
governments.

From listening to people from the groups 
that come to St Joseph’s House here in 
Cardonald and from our interacting 
with people in parishes where we do 
mission appeals, supplies or give retreats, 
a constant topic that seems to return 
regularly (because it bothers people) is 
Do we have to fear God? I offer this little 
article as an invitation for you to reflect on 
this question: What kind of image of God 
are we carrying around in our heads and, 
perhaps more importantly, in our hearts? 
It’s important to think about this because 
it determines how we relate to God, how 
we pray, how we live our lives, how we 
regard our world - and how we face death!

Sr Sally Hyland, a Sister of St John of 
God, gave us a very stimulating Mission 
Day last September that was peppered 
with memorable stories of her time 
working with Mill Hill Missionaries in 
the diocese of Ngaoundere, Cameroon. I 
hope you enjoy reading the story of Can a 
Woman forget her Baby?

As is the case each year, so again this 
year, we invite you to join us in the 
Novena to St Joseph - either by coming 
to St Joseph’s House for 10am Mass and 
the Novena prayer or by joining us in 
spirit as you make the novena from your 
own home. As 19 March this year falls on 
a Sunday we will be celebrating the feast 
of St Joseph on Monday 20 March with a 
Mass at 10am. This Mass at our house in 
Cardonald is open to all.

Finally, some excellent news to share 
with you: we were delighted to hear that 
Fr Mark Connolly MHM from Partick 
and currently rector of our Retirement 
House in Freshfield, Merseyside, has been 
appointed to join us at Cardonald as from 
March 2023. 

Thanks to all of you who continue to 
support us with your prayers and financial 
contributions. Health and happiness to 
you in 2023.
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Interview with 
Tom O’Neill
(Mill Hill Lay Missionary 1978-1984)

Two old friends and former colleagues reminisce about some past 
experiences and the inspirations they gained from their work together.

Father John (left) with Tom, formed a 
friendship which has spanned the ages.

by Fr. John Doran MHM 
(a member of the Mill Hill community at Cardonald, Glasgow.)

Silver Circle Update
The Silver Circle, operated by the Friends of Mill Hill, 

raised over £2,400 in 2022. These funds went to a variety of 
destinations including Sindh, Pakistan, (both the Pithoro School 

project and to help in the aftermath of the flooding) 
and Northern Uganda (following the drought and famine).

Thank you to everyone who participates.
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Fr. John: On a dark November afternoon 
45 years ago we met in Lochwinnoch, 
Scotland. Do you remember?
Tom: I don’t remember much about it. 
But I prayed and I thought about it. I 
accepted the challenge of joining you in the 
Philippines. Within two months I’d left the 
Fire Service and was there, wondering if I’d 
done the right thing!

Fr. John: You joined me on a small island - 
one of seven that made up our parish. And 
our adventures began…..
Tom: I was well received but the diet of 
rice and dried fish took some getting used 
to. I lost weight ... coconut trees, dolphins, 
blue seas, sea breezes, sunsets ... lovely 
people ... not to forget the typhoons and 
rough seas.

The seaward fence of our house and 
church disappeared a few days later, in a 
storm. One of my first jobs was to replace 
it, after cutting the bamboo for it.

Fr. John: You did five and a half years with 
Mill Hill in the Philippines and Sudan, 
plus six months training in Holland and 

London. Was that training of use?

Tom: I really enjoyed it. The training 
was good and helped confirm me in my 
decision.

Fr. John: After that, you stayed another 
twelve years in Africa - working for the 
International Red Cross, CAFOD, the U.N. 
and “Médecins Sans Frontières” in many 
countries. What was your most challenging 
assignment?
Tom: Somalia or the Philippines. It was all 
new to me in the Philippines. Those two 
years were like an apprenticeship. They 
were formative and helped me develop 
my interpersonal skills. Being with people 
teaches us a lot.

Somalia was only six months, but civil 
war, famine, instability and drought made 
life dangerous ... once I was in so much 
danger that I could not remember the 
words of the “Our Father” ...

Fr. John: You came back to Clydebank 
about twenty years ago. What have you 
done since then?

Tom: I became a part-time day-care 
assistant, which gave me the chance also to 
live with my Mum. Working in a day-care 
unit was enjoyable, meeting the “service 
users”. They were usually happy to get out 
of the house and mix with other people.

Fr. John: People inspire us and teach us. 
I think we are the people we are today 
largely because of those we have lived 
among. Do you agree?
Tom: Yes. Those I met, even in great 
poverty, managed to be happy and 
even content. Their simplicity of heart 
influenced me. People today seem to be 
always busy. The people I met when I was a 
lay missionary taught me to value all that I 
have ... it is hard to find the right words ...

Fr. John: Put two guys on a tiny island 
for two years and they either try to kill 
each other or become best friends. As 
well as becoming best pals we became a 
formidable team. I remain in your debt for 
all you did for us ...
Tom: It was a pleasure to work with you ... 
Do you remember the time we were down 
to our last chicken? You said, did I want 

chicken for supper, or an egg for breakfast? 
I said chicken, and we killed and ate the 
chicken for our supper.

Fr. John: I remember! Your health has not 
been good this last year. 

And now we are both in our 70s ... Any 
final thoughts to share with the Advocate 
readers?
Tom: Hhmm ... I’d say my decision to be 
a Lay Missionary was influenced by being 
brought up in a Catholic family.

Due to a spinal injury I am now in a 
wheelchair. My life continues. I’m glad I 
took the chance to do what I did. When I 
look back, my past experiences help me to 
cope. I am grateful to God for giving me 
the opportunity to share in other people’s 
lives, and to share our skills and our 
stories.

I did nothing extraordinary. I was able to 
do small things to help my neighbour.

Leaving the Philippines (1980) I realised 
I was changing. I no longer wanted the red 
Ferrari ... Instead, I was becoming content 
with what God had given me ... and with 
what I was being allowed to share with 
others.

The parish boat, M.V. Stella Maris, off Sibay Island, Philippines (1979). 
J. Doran, with helmsman, Suelo, and engineer Jun.

Tom with Somali children on International Red Cross Feeding Program, 1993.
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The Earth
Love

and all that’s on it
Pope Francis reminds us that “our common home 

(the earth, the world) is like a sister with whom we 
share our life and a beautiful mother who

opens her arms to embrace us.”

Pope Francis, Laudato Si.

This is a long way from the fearsome 
teaching of the past regarding ‘the 
world, the flesh and the devil’, a negative 
story that frightened us when we were 
children, a story about the fallout from 
the Adam and Eve myth. Pope Francis 
knows that the world is good, as God 
pronounces it in Genesis. ”God saw all 
that he had made, and it was very good.” 
(Genesis 1,32)

Because we are born with God’s own 
longing safely incarnate within us, we 
will forever seek that harmony and hope 
for which we were born. As the river 
flows and the bird flies, the human heart 
will always long for completion in love. 
Pope Francis knows this. It is why he 
acts, speaks and writes as he does. He 

knows that something invariably stirs in 
us when we stop to look around us with 
eyes of wonder, with what he often calls 
‘the contemplative gaze’. We begin to see 
more deeply into the beauty of ‘ordinary’ 
things - the speeding train through the 
sleeping fields, the flash of a wing from 
a hidden nest, the whistle of the wind 
through November trees, the way a cat 

looks at you.
We see daily happenings and events - 

mornings, hills, water, seasons, births, 
bodies, babies, death, growing - with 
a new light around them, a forgotten 
vision now being recovered, some kind 
of promise of heaven restored. How 
utterly liberating it is for us to have a 
leader (Pope Francis) who encourages us 
to see this wonderful world as we would 
a lover, full of grace and blessing! 

Somewhere in our hearts we have 
always known and delighted in this 
vision in a natural, instinctual kind of 
way. And now we know that hunch, that 
stirring, that lifting of the human spirit 
is another name for God’s presence. The 
heaven we live for is not a place waiting 

in the future; it lies at our feet, at our 
fingertips, in what our eyes see and our 
tongue tastes. At last, we are learning 
how to love the land we live on, how to 
walk beautifully on the fields and streets 
around us.

(From: An Astonishing Secret (pp 33-34),
by Fr. Daniel O’Leary
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Cardinal Herbert Vaughan came from an 
extraordinary family. His father, John, 
who belonged to an old English Catholic 
family, had studied in Paris.

His mother, Eliza, a convert, is said to 
have prayed every day that her children 
would become priests or nuns. Eleven 
out of the thirteen did; six of her eight 
sons were ordained priests and all five of 
her daughters entered the religious life.

It was at their home in Courtfield, near 
Ross-on Wye, that her eldest son 
Herbert, born in 1832, first began to 
think of life as a missionary. He was 
ordained in 1854. Within a few years, he 
had convinced Cardinal Wiseman and 
the Bishops to agree to his proposal to 
build a seminary in England that would 
train priests to serve on the missions. 
This was the first step in founding ‘St.
Joseph’s Missionary Society of Mill Hill’ 
(The Mill Hill Missionaries). Mill Hill is 
the place in North West London where 
Herbert Vaughan started his Missionary 
Society in 1866 and built St. Joseph’s 
College as the training place for his 
future missionaries. He chose St.Joseph 
to be the patron of his Missionary 
Society. He wanted the members to be in 
the care of this great Saint, who would be 
their guardian and protector.

An impressive legacy of 
service and love
“Fading photos of a stiff Victorian 
clergyman belie the sheer drive, impact 
and energy of Herbert Vaughan. A holy 
and pious man, and great retreat giver, he 
was a hugely successful fundraiser and 
leader - yet a man who wept for his 
shortcomings while celebrating Mass. 
His life was never secure due to a 
life-long heart condition. At heart a 

missionary, he was a seminary rector, a 
bishop, a journalist, a gifted and shy 
communicator - Vaughan has left an 
impressive legacy of service and love.”
(Fr Robert O’Neil - back cover of CTS
booklet, 2017)

“Founding a missionary society would 
be the achievement of a lifetime for most 
people but Cardinal Vaughan has a wide 
ranging legacy. He shepherded the 
people of Salford for twenty years and 
fought strenuously for Catholic 
Education. He established the Catholic 
Missionary Society and the Crusade of 
Rescue. He set up The Catholic Truth 
Society and the Catholic Social Union. 
He built Westminster Cathedral, a 
powerful symbol of the Catholic Church’s 
presence at the heart of London. This 
astonishing life of action and 
achievement was based on a rock-like 
faith. After his death, the Cardinal’s 
brother, Fr Bernard Vaughan, spoke of 
how his brother’s life was a beautiful 

The statue of St. Joseph which sits atop the bell tower of 
St. Joseph’s College, Mill Hill.

Herbert Vaughan
Cardinal

Founder of the Mill Hill Missionaries
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fusion of prayer and labour. He also said 
that Cardinal Vaughan brought all his 
decisions to the Lord and then from 
prayer he would arise like a giant 
refreshed from sleep, saying I must be 
about my Father’s business.” 
(Cardinal Vincent Nichols)

“Herbert Vaughan was a holy and pious 
man, who spent two hours a day in 
prayer, and was painfully aware of his 
many faults. He was a shy man who 
upset some people with his apparent 
brusqueness.

He was widely known to ask 
forgiveness of those he had offended. 
Missionary life fascinated him from 
an early age. He had great devotion to 
St. Joseph and to the Sacred Heart.”
(Fergal Martin, CTS Secretary)

In 1997, Fr Robert O’Neil mhm 
published his biography of Cardinal 
Herbert Vaughan. In 2017, he published 
a CTS booklet: ‘Vaughan - His life, work 
and Mission’.

Cardinal Vaughan’s tomb in the Chapel 
of St Thomas of Canterbury in 

Westminster cathedral.

St. Joseph’s College, Mill Hill, 
with statue of St. Joseph 

on the tower.

and
Healthy
Unhealthy

fear of God

Fear of God or hell will 
never lead us to more love.

by Fr Bernard Fox

Many Christians have no difficulty 
proclaiming that God is love. The New 

Testament, in particular, repeats this central 
belief. “God is love….” (I John 4,8) 

The reality, however, is that many of us are 
still afraid of God.
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Check this out by answering this question 
- honestly: If you were told that we would 
die today how would you feel? What would 
you do? If part of your answer to this 
question is “I’d want to go to confession”, 
while this may be an excellent preparation 
for death, might I be doing it because of a 
lingering feeling of fear in my heart as I go 
to meet my Maker? If I missed Mass, for 
example, because I was too lazy to get out 
of bed or because I had too much to drink 
the night before and I died suddenly, 
would God send me to hell as a 
consequence? (Recently I met someone 
who was convinced that this would be the 
case).

Fear is something that often features large 
in our lives. Sometimes our fears are 
justified, e.g. when I have to walk along an 
icy pavement to Mass or to the shops, or 
when I have to give a speech and have not 
really prepared it well. There are many 
phobias in life. Some people suffer from 
agrophobia, the fear of being in large, open 
spaces. For others it’s claustrophobia, the 
fear of being in small, constricted spaces. 
Then, there’s theophobia, fear of God ... 
the fear that God will punish me for my 
sins. This fear can sometimes turn to 
dread, as in the answer to the question 
“What would you do if you knew you were 
to die tonight?” This dread is often 
associated with an image of God from 
our past, that lies deep in our unconscious: 
the fear of a frightening God who will 
punish, who does not really forgive - and 

this is usually a massive projection from 
what psychologists call the superego i.e. 
what we think we should be like because 
we were told so as children. “A good 
Catholic girl does not do X or Y. A good 
Catholic boy should behave like this.” 
Depending on our upbringing, we may 
end up thinking “I’m a really bad person 
… I am someone who does bad, shameful 
things that are against God’s will.” (very 
often this refers to sexual sins) - how can I 
claim to be a child of God?” I may feel that 
God cannot love me because of who I am 
or what I have done in the past.

It is difficult to change this image of God 
because it has been such a powerful grip 
on us. To expose the lie of this image of 
God we need to go very deep in ourselves. 
Laurence Freeman quotes an example of 
this in his book The Unconscious and 
Grace. He once met a young man who had 
come out of a very fundamentalist 
religious group and who wanted to believe 
in a God of love and free himself from his 
past; but each time he felt paralyzed by the 
dark forces of his upbringing. He told Fr 
Laurence that when he met a girl that he 
felt attracted to and discovered that she 
was not a member of his religion, he had to 
force himself not to fall in love with her 
because, as he said, “I don’t want to marry 
someone who is going to hell.”

Fear is very present in the Bible - as a 
kind of interiorized superego. With some 
people the need to be right, to be saved, is 
strong … and so there emerges a purity 

map according to which 
some folk are 
considered 
righteous, clean 
and holy - and 
others not. For 
these latter, the 
sinners (tax 
collectors, 
prostitutes, 
people ignorant 
of the Torah etc), 
there is no hope of 
salvation. (This was the 
position of certain (but not all) 
Pharisees - whose name means the 
separated ones). What does Jesus do? He 
crosses these boundaries openly, eating 
with tax collectors and other public 
sinners, people that you would not see “at 
Mass” on a Sunday in your church. (“Why 
does your master eat with tax collectors 
and sinners?”) The superego image of God 
has no power over his unconscious - he is a 
free man - one of the reasons why he was 
so threatening to the religious authorities 
of his day - and threatening to any 
Christian group today that is built on a 
religion of fear, on those interiorized 
superego images of God ... anyone who 
says that only they know what God wants 
and are ready to punish others in God’s 
name (Think of the executions of young 
people in Iran following the protests at the 
killing of Masha Amini, a young Iranian 
woman, who was killed by the Morality 

Police for not wearing her 
hijab (headscarf) 

properly. Such 
people will punish 

others - and 
sometimes 
themselves - if 
they think they 
are breaking 

God’s law. Think 
of the males who 

gathered early in 
the morning in 

Jerusalem to stone a 
woman to death, in the name of 

God, after she was caught committing 
adultery. (John 8,1-11). This is not the 
God revealed by Jesus Christ. The God 
that Jesus reveals to us is a God who can sit 
listening and chatting to a woman of a 
different religion at a well in Samaria, a 
woman who has messed up in life as she 
goes from one lover to another in search of 
happiness. To her who is thirsting for love 
and acceptance he offers “water that will 
become an inner spring welling up to 
eternal life.” (John 4,14)

A final thought: one of the most 
enigmatic phrases in the Creed is “he 
descended into hell and rose again on the 
third day.” Could this “descending into 
hell” perhaps include something like: Jesus 
has shared our human lives in all ways, 
except sin. He has suffered and watches us 
suffer today because of these unfounded 
fears. That he has exposed them on the 
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cross - saying, for example, to the criminal 
crucified at his side “Today you will be 
with me in paradise” - and shown these 
fears to be unfounded. That on the cross he 
has absorbed all out violence, our need to 
be right, our habit of condemning others 
whom we consider “unrighteous” and 
making them scapegoats. And then Jesus 
rises out of this “hell”, telling us: “You don’t 
need to go on crucifying each other, 
scapegoating others in an attempt to please 
God because you fear him. Just rest in his 
love and believe Jesus when he says “Do 
not be afraid…..” “God did not send his 
Son into the world to condemn the world 
but to save the world through him.” I did 
not come to condemn but to save.”(John 
3,17).

 Pope Francis said some time ago: “God 
does not see with his eyes. God sees with 
his heart. And God’s love is the same for 
each and every person - no matter what 
your religion is. Even for an atheist it’s the 

same love. When the final day comes and 
there is light enough on earth to see things 
as they are, we will be in for a surprise. Do 
you believe that Mahatma Gandhi or 
Matin Luther Kind are less loved by God 
than a priest or a nun? God loves and sees 
us all with his heart. And maybe that’s the 
only common bond all people have, the 
bond of God’s love.”

As a final remark, I can hear some of you 
reading this say, But what about the Bible 
saying that “The fear of the Lord is the 
beginning of wisdom” (Proverbs 9,10) or 
“His mercy extends to those who fear him.” 
Luke (1,50). I will return to this in the 
Autumn edition of the Advocate. In the 
meantime how about reflecting on this 
yourselves ... and seeing what you feel 
about the following statement: Fear of God 
or Hell will never lead us to more love ...

Can you really love someone of whom 
you are afraid? 

I bequeath to St. Joseph’s Missionary Society the sum of:

and I declare that the receipt of the Superior General or of the Rector 
of St. Joseph’s House, 30 Lourdes Avenue, Glasgow G52 3QU 

will be sufficient discharge.

✂

Journey

Joseph Ratzinger

as a
Faith

and

Vatican News Editorial Director Andrea Tornielli 
reflects on the journey of faith of the late 

Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI, saying he was a 
witness and master of dialogue with all.
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If there is one theologian and one Pope 
who throughout his life reflected and 
taught on the reasonableness of faith, it 
was Joseph Ratzinger. It is no 
coincidence that he also spoke about it 
in the final lines of his spiritual 
testament, made public on the day of 
his death: “I have seen, and see, how, 
out of the tangle of hypotheses, the 
reasonableness of faith has emerged 
and is emerging anew. Jesus Christ is 
truly the Way, the Truth, and the Life 
- and the Church, in all her 
shortcomings, is truly His Body.” 
(My highlighting: Fr Bernard)

This repeated emphasis, however, has 
never meant - in Ratzinger’s view - 
reducing faith to a philosophical 
“system,” to an architecture of ideas, to 
a list of moral norms, ending up 
forgetting that the Christian faith is 
the encounter with a Person, as we 
read in the prologue of the encyclical 
Deus caritas est. In an interview with 
the German monthly magazine Herder 
Korrespondenz, published in July 2021, 
the Pope Emeritus observed: “The 
believer is a person who questions 
himself.... In this sense, the thought of a 
‘flight into pure doctrine’ seems to me 
absolutely unrealistic. A doctrine that 
existed only as a sort of nature reserve, 
separated from the everyday world of 
faith and its demands, would in some 
way represent the renunciation of faith 
itself. Doctrine must develop in and 
from the faith, not alongside it.”

Already as a cardinal, in 2001, 
Ratzinger had spoken very clearly 
about how to avoid falling into this 

reductionism: “The nature of faith is 
not such that from a certain moment 
onwards one can say: ‘I possess it, 
others do not’... Faith remains a 
journey. Throughout the course of our 
lives it remains a journey, and therefore 
faith is always threatened and in 
danger. And it is also healthy that it 
thus escapes the risk of becoming an 
ideology that can be manipulated. At 
the risk of hardening us and making us 
incapable of sharing reflection and 
suffering with our brother or sister who 
doubts and questions. Faith can only 
mature to the extent that it bears and 
takes on, at every stage of existence, the 
anguish and strength of unbelief, and 
finally crosses it to the point of 
becoming viable again in a new era.”

Faith, as Benedict XVI himself 
recalled and as Francis likes to repeat, 
is only transmitted by attraction and 
not by proselytism or imposition. The 
believer is not the one who “possesses” 
something that he can “administer.” 
The Christian does not dispense 
pre-packaged answers to explain 
everything to everyone. The Christian 
can only reverberate some spark of the 
gift he has undeservedly received, and 
when this happens it is by pure grace. 
Therefore, he is called to seek God by 
dialoguing with everyone, taking on 
the existential doubts and wounds of 
those who do not believe, 
accompanying everyone, without ever 
considering that he himself has 
“arrived’. In this, too, Joseph Ratzinger, 
also in this, has been a witness and a 
master. A proud and thankful grandmother with Sr Sally and Fadimatou

forget her
Mother

Baby?

Can a

by Sr Sally Hyland, Sister of St John of God



father, Amadou, that bottle-feeding was 
the only way to keep the baby alive. It was 
totally unnatural in their thinking! 

All this took lots of time and effort. 
I had to leave them then, assuring them I 
would ask the villagers to send them food, 
firewood and other necessities. And true 
to their African community nature of 
rallying around each other when in need, 
yams, sweet potatoes, garri and maize 
were regularly supplied. 

Some weeks later, miracle of miracles, 
all three returned to the village, in good 
health and full of the joys of life, bursting 
with gratitude and happiness. The wee 
baby, named Fadimatou, was welcomed 
wholeheartedly. Of course, the baby’s 
bottle and the unreal feeding process 
evoked great interest and many curious 
visitors came to have a look! The elders 

initially protested that it was 
totally unnatural and the child 
would not be right after it. 
Fadimatou proved them wrong! 

For ages afterwards, each 
Tuesday when we went to Gop Rey 
village to oversee the primary 
school we were struggling to 
develop, the father used to bring 
the thriving child to the classroom 
window (just a space in the wall, 
no glass) and hold it on his 
outstretched hands to show me to 
how all was good. Each time he 
did it I felt it was something 
sacred, a Eucharistic moment of 
“Behold the body of Christ.” Each 
time I humbly bowed in reverence 
before the wonders of God, before 
the miracle of life, before the 
incredible mystery and assurance 

of God’s creative, healing love, ever 
operative, near and far. 

 Versatility and adaptability are essential 
parts of being a missionary. Depending 
on the geographical area one ministers in, 
one never knows what unexpected 
wonder and joy, or more critically, what 
emergency will happen day or night. As a 
missionary I learned and relearned that 
we are limited but “Nothing is impossible 
with God” Luke 1:37. Scripture came 
alive for me, most 
often in the harshest 
of circumstances, 
teaching me 
“I have loved you, 
my people with an 
everlasting love” 
Jeremiah 31:3.
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The urgent call of “Ma Soeur, ma Soeur” 
(Sister, Sister) awakened me outside our 
house in Bini Dang Mission, Ngaoundere, 
Cameroon at 5.30 a.m. Rushing out, I 
found a young couple, the lad looked 
about 16 years, the girl younger. They 
both were exhausted, cold, weary, thin, 
dusty and above all anxious. She was 
evidently frail and ill. He, Adamou, spoke 
a little French, while she, Aissatou, only 
spoke Dii, their tribal language. 

Once indoors, Aissatou opened her 
wrappa (an African wrap-around 
garment) and gingerly handed me a wee 
warm bundle that she had carried near 
her heart. It was enveloped in leaves of 
soft bush cabbage. My heart beating 
furiously, I opened the leaves to discover 
the tiniest baby I had ever seen, a 
beautiful wee girl, tenaciously holding 
onto life. The young father explained that 
the mother was unwell and thus unable to 
produce any breast milk, so in 
desperation they had walked for almost 
two days and right through the night on 
bush roads to get help. They lived in Gop 
Rey, one of our 14 out-stations that we 
served from our 
base in Bini Dang: 
it was 
predominantly 
Muslim and 85 
kilometres away!!! 
Their love for the 
child was 
viscerally tangible. 
The text of Isaiah 
41:10 came to 
mind “Can a 
mother forget her 

baby..?” 
After hurriedly giving them some hot 

food and tea, we drove to the Mission 
hospital in town, approximately 20 
kilometres away. Though providing 
essential services, conditions in that 
hospital were dreadful. It only provided 
medical care; bed clothes, food, firewood 
to cook the food, buckets etc were 
brought along by the patient and their 
families. 

Eventually we were seen by a doctor 
who informed us that the only incubator 
in the hospital was not working; the 
alternative was to wrap the baby in a 
blanket, and place her in a small wooden 
box, warmed by a glass bottle of hot 
water. For me there were clear echoes of 
Bethlehem, Luke 2:7 “She [Mary] 
wrapped him [Jesus] in swaddling clothes 
and laid him in the manger.” The mother, 
Aissatou, unconscious at this stage, was 
diagnosed as suffering from  
undernourishment, a serious infection 
and, evidently, exhaustion and was put 
into a bed at the hospital. 

While that was happening I dashed off 
to the pharmacy 
in town to 
purchase a baby’s 
bottle and a 
supply of the 
appropriate 
powdered milk, 
both rare 
products in that 
part of the world! 
It took a lot of 
persuasion to 
convince the 

Sr Sally with the beautiful Fadimatou.

A baby’s bottle is rare in this part of the world.
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Q: Holy Father, you became a Jesuit, 
among other reasons, to go to Japan as a 
missionary...

Yes, that is true.
Q: You have said that “Africa never ceases 
to surprise.” How much of this surprise do 
you think can be attributed to the 
missionaries you have met?

What surprises me most about 
missionaries is their ability to put 
themselves on the ground, to respect 
cultures and contribute to their 
development. They do not uproot the 
people; on the contrary. When I see 
missionaries, and there are always some 
who do not succeed, I note that Catholic 
missionary outreach does not proselytise, 
but proclaims the Gospel according to the 
culture of each place. This is Catholicism, 
respect for cultures. There is no Catholic 
culture as such; yes, there is Catholic 
thought, but every culture is rooted in 

what is Catholic, and this is already 
experienced in the very action of the Holy 
Spirit on the morning of Pentecost. This is 
very clear. Catholicism is not uniformity, 
it is harmony, a harmony of differences. 
And this harmony is created by the Holy 
Spirit. A missionary goes forth, he or she 
respects what is found in each place, and 
helps to create harmony, but (he or she) 
does not proselytise ideologically or 
religiously, much less with a colonialist 
mindset. Some aberrations have occurred 
on other continents, for example the 
serious problem of the schools in Canada 
that I visited and spoke about. Missionary 
work must respect the culture of the 
people, living within that context and 
doing this service.
Q: The Second Vatican Council sixty years 
ago offered extraordinary missionary 
momentum. Has the understanding of 
mission changed much since then?

Thank God, yes. Historians say that it 
takes 100 years for a Council to be fully 
implemented, so it is only half way 
through. Many things have changed in the 
Church, many things for the better ... 
There are two interesting signs: the initial 
imprudent enthusiasm of the Council has 
already disappeared. I am thinking of the 
liturgical effervescence, which is now 
almost non-existent. And anti-conciliar 
resistance, that had never been seen before, 
is emerging - something that is typical of 
any process of maturation. But so much 

has changed... On the missionary side, 
respect for cultures and inculturation of 
the Gospel are values that blossomed as an 
indirect consequence of the Council. Faith 
is inculturated and the Gospel takes on the 
culture of its people, allowing 
for an evangelization of culture.
Q: Is mission outreach necessarily one of 
dialogue?

Of course it is. Today there is much more 
awareness of dialogue, and those who do 
not know how to dialogue do not mature, 
grow and will not be able to leave any 
impact on society. Dialogue is 
fundamental.
Q: Are we still very focused on the number 
of Catholics?

Statistics are useful, but we should not 
put our hopes in them. I ask myself: in 
whom do I place my hope? And I ask 
everyone: in whom do you place your 
hope? In your organization, in your 

sociological ability to bring people 
together, or in the power of the Gospel?
Q: From 31 January to 5 February you will 
travel to the Democratic Republic of Congo 
and South Sudan ...

In July (the journey) had to be suspended 
because of my knee problem ... In South 
Sudan I will go together, on the same 

‘a continent to be valued, 
not plundered’ Pope Francis

Here is an excerpt of Pope Francis’ interview published online by Comboni 
missionaries in Spain in ‘Mundo Negro’ magazine. The 30-minute interview 

took place on 15 December 2022 at the Vatican with the magazine’s director, 
Fr. Jaume Calvera, Editor-in-Chief, Fr. Javier Fariñas Martín, and Cardinal Miguel 

Ángel Ayuso Guixot, Prefect of the Dicastery for Interreligious Dialogue.
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(official) level, with the Archbishop of 
Canterbury and the Moderator of the 
Church of Scotland, and we are working 
very well together. The Democratic 
Republic of Congo ... it’s like a fortress, a 
bastion of inspiration. You only have to 
look here in Rome at the Congolese 
community, which is led by a nun, Sister 
Rita, a woman 
who teaches at 
the university, but 
who commands 
as if she were a 
bishop ... I have 
celebrated Mass 
here in the 
Congolese rite 
and it is a 
community that 
is very close to 
me. I have been 
looking forward 
to this trip, 
wishing it to be as 
soon as possible. 
South Sudan is a 
suffering 
community. 
(Even) Congo is 
suffering at this time due to armed conflict, 
that is why I am not going to Goma, since it 
is not possible due to the fighting. It’s not 
that I’m afraid, but with this  (volatile) 
atmosphere and seeing what is happening...
we have to take care of people.
Q: You mentioning human and existential 
peripheries brings to mind the African 
continent. Are these two peripheries 
inseparable?

Africa is unique... (but) there is 
something we must denounce: there is a 
collective unconscious idea... that says 

Africa is to be exploited. History tells us 
this, with independence halfway: they give 
them economic independence from the 
ground up, but they keep the subsoil to 
exploit. It is clear that Congo is being 
exploited by other countries who take 
these resources for themselves.
Q: What are the riches of the continent that 

we do not see?
We only see 

material wealth, 
which is why 
historically it was 
the only thing 
that has been 
sought and 
exploited. Today 
we see that many 
world powers are 
going into Congo 
for plunder. They 
do not see the 
intelligence, the 
greatness, the art 
of these people.
Q: While insisting 
on the war in 
Ukraine, you 
reiterate that we 

must not forget other conflicts that remain 
hidden, some of them in Africa ...

This is obvious. I said that we now realize 
that this is a world war because it is right 
next door ... One of the biggest problems is 
the production of weapons. Someone once 
told me that if we stopped producing 
weapons for a year, world hunger would 
end. The arms industry is an industry that 
kills...
Q: When we talk about the exploitation of 
the African continent, we are talking about 
natural resources and people. What are we 

missing when we build fences and 
put up obstacles to stop or impede 
their arrival in Europe?

And when we put up barbed wire 
to prevent them from escaping ... It 
is a crime. It is a crime. And those 
countries that are struggling with 
underpopulation, that need people, 
that have empty cities and don’t 
know how to manage the 
integration of migrants. Migrants 
must be welcomed, accompanied, 
promoted and integrated. If they 
are not integrated, that is bad ... 
But there’s a great European 
injustice, isn’t there? Greece, 
Cyprus, Italy, Spain, and even 
Malta are the countries that are 
receiving most migrants. And what 
is happening in Italy where, despite 
the current government’s 
migration policy being, let’s say it 
in a nice way, restrictive, the 
country has always opened its 
doors to save the people that 
Europe does not welcome. These 
countries have to deal with 
everything and are faced with the 
dilemma of whether to send back 
these immigrants – and see them 
risk being killed or dying, or to do 
what they can to welcome them... 
This is a serious problem. The 
European Union does not 
accompany them.

(Working translation of the original 
interview in Spanish)

“It is a tragedy that 
these lands, and more 

generally the whole 
African continent, 
continue to endure 

various forms of 
exploitation..”

Pope Francis, Kinshasa.
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The persecution of Christians in seven 
Asian nations including China is predicted 
to increase in 2023 due to political pressure 
and radical religious views, says the latest 
report from UK-based Christian rights 
group, Release International (RI).

The RI report titled Persecution Trends 
2023 released on Dec. 28, 2022, highlights 
China, North Korea, India, Pakistan, 
Afghanistan, Malaysia, and Iran in the list of 
nations where Christians face persecution, 
Radio Free Asia (RFA) reported on Jan. 4.

The group’s report highlighted the 
extensive control placed by Chinese 
President Xi Jinping on Christians in the 
nation labeling them as “unpatriotic” 
citizens through official messages.

“The government under Xi Jinping wants 
to control everything, and currently 
Christianity is not fully under its control [as 
it sees it],” the report said, quoting an 
unnamed source.

“Christianity is being pictured as 
unacceptable to an atheistic, communist 
country, rather than an acceptable but 
minority belief,” the report read.

The report highlighted the numerous 
reports of 
Christian leaders 
and followers 
arrested or 
summoned for 
questioning 
related to their 
activities in 
China.

The increasing 
number of 
Christians facing 
charges related 
to cults and 
illegal financial 
and religious 
activity was also 

pointed out as an indicator of Christian 
persecution in the Communist-ruled 
nation.

Beijing has sent out clear and strong 
messages to youth, teachers, and parents 
that “religion will harm their education” 
demanding them to report anyone engaging 
in religious activities to the authorities, the 
report read.

The report also pointed out instances of 
companies withdrawing job offers where 
applicants expressed “Christian beliefs.”

The situation of Christians in 
neighbouring North Korea, a close ally of 
China, was also highlighted in the report as 
worsening.

“North Korea is perhaps the most severe 
persecutor of Christians in the world today,” 
stated Andrew Boyd, Public Affairs Officer 
of Release International, RFA reported.

The regime under Kim Jong-un views 
Christianity as a tool used by Western 
powers to colonize other countries and 
“continues to educate the public on the 
‘dangers’ of the clergy, missionaries, and 
Bibles,” the report read.

The report also highlighted the crackdown 
Beijing has 
begun on North 
Korean 
Christian 
defectors in 
China citing 
Covid-19.

The Chinese 
authorities have 
indicated their 
intent to deport 
the defectors to 
North Korea 
where they 
would probably 
be interrogated 
on their church 

Indian Christians pray behind a police barricade outside Sacred 
Heart Cathedral, closed to the general public due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic, during Christmas celebrations in New 
Delhi on Dec. 25, 2021. (Photo: AFP)



for supporting the Mill Hill 
Missionary Society

Thank you
From Michael Corcoran MHM 
General Superior

A big word of THANKS to all of you who donate to the 
work of our Mill Hill Missionaries and Associates.

Together we are bringing hope and help to many people 
around the world. We celebrate the call to mission and 
being part of our universal Church family, offering prayers 
and donations to support missionaries in sharing God’s 
love with communities that are poor or in need.

“Let us continue to reach out in sharing 
this immense love and support for 
Mission”

Your prayers and financial gifts will help us to train more 
missionaries and to reach out to the poorest and most 
marginalised people on our planet, sharing with them the 
good news of the Gospel and uplifting their lives through 
education, health work and development projects.

Fr Fred Heptonstal MHM
Fr Michael Anselm Aherne MHM
Fr Hennie Wehkamp MHM
Fr James Anthony Boyle MHM

John Campbell (Aghyaran, Tyrone)
Barney McGrath 
(of Pettigo and Castlederg)
Hugh McAulay 
(father of Fr John McAulay MHM)

Obituaries
LET US PRAY FOR OUR DEPARTED
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attendance, 
missionary 
interaction, and 
receiving Bibles.

Citing the Hindu 
extremist groups’ 
pressure on 
Christians 
in India which is 
“increasingly 
emboldened by the nation’s right-wing 
Hindu Government” the report indicated 
continuous attacks on Christians in the 
country.

The report claimed that the attacks on 
Christian missionaries from Hindu 
nationalist groups have increased since the 
Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) came to power 
in 2014.

The National Solidarity Forum and 
Evangelical Fellowship of India noted 
around 500 reported attacks on Christians 
in 2021, with about 200 recorded in the first 
five months of 2022, the report cited.

The country has seen the implementation 
of various anti-conversion laws which the 
ruling BJP party cites as a move to curb 
forced conversion.

Ten states - Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, 
Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, 
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, 
Uttarakhand, and Uttar Pradesh- have 
enacted their anti-conversion laws, which 
have been challenged in courts in many 
places.

However, Christians and other minority 
groups have cried foul over the law that is 
often misused against Christian groups with 
politically motivated ill will.

In March 2021, Hindu activists forced 
their way into a Protestant prayer service 
inside Satprakashan Sanchar Kendra, a 
Catholic media center owned and managed 
by the Society of Divine Word in Madhya 

Pradesh, India.
The Hindu 

activists 
complained that 
the Christians were 
involved in mass 
religious 
conversion in 
violation of the law 
implemented in the 

state in January 2021 that criminalizes 
religious conversion through allurement, 
force, coercion, and marriage.

Based on the complaint, 11 Christians 
were arrested and charged under the 
stringent anti-conversion law enacted in the 
state.

In a similar incident, Sister Bhagya, a nun 
serving as a principal at a school in Madhya 
Pradesh was arrested when a 45-year-old 
Hindu woman Ruby Singh, a former teacher 
in the school, complained to police on Feb. 
22, 2021, that the nun used force to convert 
her.

In Pakistan, Christians face “frequent 
attacks and threats, including blasphemy 
charges, targeted killings, mob violence, 
forced conversions and destruction of 
worship places and graves,” the report read.

“Many Afghan Christians have fled the 
country or are living temporarily in 
neighbouring countries such as Pakistan or 
Iran, while those who remain have gone into 
hiding,” the report read.

Muslim-majority nations such as Malaysia 
and Iran were also cited as locations where 
Christians face restrictions and hardships 
under stringent laws that prohibit the 
practice of their faith.

“[Christian] Persecution has been on the 
increase in recent years. 2023 looks set to 
continue that trend,” stated Paul Robinson, 
CEO of Release International.



Since the relaxing of Covid restrictions 
we are thankful to have been able to 
resume most of the regular activities 
at St Joseph’s House, Cardonald. 
Below are some 2023 dates to take 
note of:

March : Fr Mark Connolly MHM arrives to 
strengthen our Mill Hill group in Scotland.

Lent Retreat Day : 25 February 
(10am - 4pm). As this is restricted to 40 
people, please book well in advance.
Phone: 0141 883 0139 or email 
:bernardfox76@gmail.com

Novena to St Joseph : March 10th to 
18th; the Feast of St Joseph is on the 20 
March this year as 19 March is a Sunday. 
The Novena booklet can be obtained by 
phoning 0141 883 0139 or by emailing 
angela30mhm@gmail.com

Prize Draw, 2nd June : Our 2023 appeal, 
is in aid of Displaced Children in Douala, 
Cameroon, bringing education, aid and 
change to the lives of the poor and 
disadvantaged in the region.
Please support this initiative by buying 
raffle tickets. 

Mission Day 2023 : Saturday 16th 
September. 10.30am - 4pm (Ends with 
the Vigil Mass).

Tree of Life Mass : 26th November.
(Feast of Christ the King)

Advent Retreat Day : Saturday 16th 
December. 10am - 4pm (Ends with the 
Vigil Mass).

Programme of regular 
activities throughout the 
year at St Joseph’s House, 
Cardonald.

• The Meditation Group : Tuesdays 
11am - all welcome.

• Faith Development sessions. 
Exploring our Catholic Faith through 
DVD presentations, talks, discussion 
and sharing of stories : 
Wednesdays 7pm - 8pm.

• Mass for the Sick : Every First Friday 
of the month 10am. All welcome.

NB. The Friends of Mill Hill are looking 
for new members. 
If you are interested in helping the Mill 
Hill Missionaries in their missionary work 
please think of contacting Fr Bernard Fox 
on 07852 737 090 
or by email: bernardfox76@gmail.com 
Meetings at St Joseph’s House 
every second Month beginning 6 February 
2023.

Coming Events: Dates for your Diary
at St. Joseph’s House, Cardonald
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Please help to support the vital work of the Mill Hill Missionaries.
In many areas, there are still large numbers of people who do not know 

Christ and who have never heard the Gospel. Mill Hill Missionaries have 
a preference for pioneering work: to open up new fields, to respond boldly 

to fresh needs and face unfamiliar challenges.

Where the need is greatest
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